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"With enough insider information and a million dollars, you can go broke in a year.""What I am is
a realist. I always knew I'd like what I'm doing. Oh, perhaps it would have been nice to be a major-
league baseball player, but that's where the realism comes in.""If a graduating MBA were to ask
me 'How do I get rich in a hurry?' I would not respond with quotations from Ben Franklin or
Horatio Alger, but would instead hold my nose with one hand and point with the other toward
Wall Street.""Wall Street is the only place that people ride to work in a Rolls Royce to get advice
from those who take the subway."Over the years, as Warren Buffett's influence and affluence
have grown, one thing has remained the same - his unpretentious, honest, and optimistic
approach toward business and life. Now you can discover life's little secrets of success as
revealed by the world's greatest investor. In this wise and winning collection of quotes, writings,
and favorite sayings, Warren Buffett speaks on diverse subjects such as investing, the Internet
economy, family and friends, running a business, honesty, teaching, paying taxes, and much,
much more. It also examines the thinking that prompted the second richest man in the world to
give 85 percent of his wealth to the first richest couple (Bill and Melinda Gates) to distribute to
charity.Assembled by best-selling author Janet Lowe - and updated to reflect Buffett's life over
the past decade - this audiobook includes a wealth of previously unpublished material. This
unprecedented peak into the financial genius' wildly profitable philosophy is often surprising,
always intriguing, and sparked throughout by Buffett's unique combination of savvy business
smarts and wry wit.

About the AuthorSteven M. Freund serves as a lead instructor of various Microsoft Office,
computer concepts, programming and internet technology courses throughout Central Florida.
An integral author for the successful Shelly Cashman Series since 2001, he has presented at
the annual customer conference, the Shelly Cashman Series Institute and other customer
events. Freund has co-authored multiple editions of DISCOVERING COMPUTERS, Mozilla
Firefox, Windows Internet Explorer, Windows Office and Dreamweaver books. In addition, he
has written numerous successful instructor supplements. He attended the University of Central
Florida.Mary Z. Last has taught computer information systems since 1984. She retired from the
University of Mary Hardin-Baylor, Belton, Texas, where she was an associate professor and the
Director of the Center for Effectiveness in Learning and Teaching. Ms. Last is actively involved in
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analysis, complex analysis and discrete mathematics. He has authored more than 75 textbooks
and has co-authored three levels of Microsoft Office Access books for the popular Shelly
Cashman Series, in addition to the popular A GUIDE TO SQL.Susan L. Sebok is a retired
professor at South Suburban College in South Holland, Illinois. She also is a licensed attorney.
Working with the leading Shelly Cashman Series since 1993, she has co-authored several
successful textbooks, including multiple versions of DISCOVERING COMPUTERS and
Microsoft PowerPoint books. She holds both Master of Arts and Juris Doctor degrees.Misty E.
Vermaat has more than 25 years of experience in the field of computer and information
technology. In addition to consulting in the field, she was an Associate Professor at Purdue
University Calumet, teaching or developing Microsoft Office, computer concepts, database
management, systems analysis and design, and programming courses. Since 1990, Ms.
Vermaat has led the development of the Shelly Cashman Series and has written or co-authored
numerous Series textbooks, including many editions of DISCOVERING COMPUTERS,
DISCOVERING COMPUTERS FUNDAMENTALS and Microsoft Word books.
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Author of Awaken Your Power!, “Great Bathroom Reading. I read the rest of these reviews below
and was amazed at how little praise the author got for his creative collection of Buffett insight. I
have read many books on Buffett and I like how this author has gotten the facts about Buffett out
in a simple easy to read manor. I say it is great bathroom reading because you can just open the
book to any point and read a few pages to learn about a certain section in Buffett's life. It is true
that all of this info is found in other publications about Buffett, but this book is fun to read and
teaches you about Buffett the man and what he has learned about life. I think it is a great
supplement to the other books about Buffett and is a must have for anyone who is looking to
emulate Buffett's life and success.”

Garagegal, “Getting to know Warren Buffett. I've read many books in preparation to my trip to the
Berkshire Hathaway annual shareholders' meeting. This one is the simplest, most organized
and helpful if you want to get to know the man. Certainly SNOWBALL is the ultimate but it is a
long, long read.  This is short, sweet and concise.”

B. L. Armstrong, “A humorous, thinking man's book of business quotes and witticisms.. A
humorous, thinking man's book of business quotes and witticisms.After you have read your
copy, you may consider buying more. They make a nice gift!Author, Janet Lowe, knows both
Warren Buffett and Charlie Munger well. She has authored several of their authorized books
and participates in the annual Berkshire Hathaway shareholder meetings.”

Ravgni, “Four Stars. Many tips”

Dr. DG, “Insight into an Amazing Investor. This collection of insights into the mind of Warren
Buffett should be read by all investors and others to give a common sense prospective and a
conservative approach to investing and life in general. There is too much hype out there that
needs to be balanced by realism.  His wit makes the reading all that more enjoyable.”

Priscilla Van Allen, “Good Book. Have just paged through it, read excerpts so far but see good
information and guidance from Warren Buffet. Thank You”

Douglas B. Frazier, “Great book.. This book is succinct, and focuses on the important topics.
Great collection of Buffett quotes is worth the price of the book.”

XNC, “Awesome-lil' read!. Everybody knows that Buffet is a great investor. What you might not
know are is thoughts on friends, family and running a business. This is when this book comes in.”

Mr RA, “The Gospel of Warren Buffett!. Apart from being an outstanding investor, Warren is



skilled at articulating his ideas. This book doesn't necessary teach you anything about investing
but it certainly gives you an inkling on how Warren Buffet thinks!”

Kamaldip Kahlwan, “Five Stars. great product as described, great service, fast delivery. would
recommend highly A+++”

Kopec Krzysztof, “Five Stars. as described.”

hiro, “        .                                  …                                
                                    ”

The book by Laura's Cute Planners has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 70 people have provided
feedback.
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